DEVELOPING YOUR

EMPLOYER
ACTION PLAN
CORE STANDARD

4

Provide employees with good
working conditions and ensure they
have a healthy work life balance
and opportunities for development

INTRODUCING CORE STANDARD 4
Core Standard 4 focuses employers to consider how and if whether they provide
employees with good working conditions and ensure that employees are able to have a
healthy work/life balance which includes taking up support when struggling with poor
mental health such as stress and burnout.
A good working condition is one that promotes an environment where employees are
encouraged to thrive and not just survive. A good working condition is one that gives
each employee the feeling of having a choice to share if they are ok or not without fear of
judgement or repercussions. A safe workplace for mental health.

The reality is that good working conditions inspire loyalty and high performance from staff. Plus,
they can also prevent people developing new mental health problems, and support those living with
them to thrive. We also know that good work is stable and secure, allowing people to plan for the
future and to stay financially secure. Research shows that a good job is where people feel in control,
have some control over their work, and can build social networks. It’s also where people feel they
have a healthy work/life balance and get opportunities to develop.

A GOOD WORKING CONDITION COULD BE BROKEN DOWN IN TO THE FOLLOWING FIVE ELEMENTS:

1. BEING OPEN

3. PROMOTE WORK /
LIFE BALANCE

Managers should check-in regularly with staff
to see how they’re doing and find out what’s
causing them stress. They can do this by adding
a regular item to team meetings where people
talk about stress and wellbeing as a group.

Long hours might seem manageable in
the short term. But over time, constant
pressure and a poor work/life balance can
quickly lead to stress and burnout, reducing
people’s productivity, performance,
creativity and morale. To avoid this,
managers can encourage staff to:

2. USE TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION
Poor communication can cause stress.
Staff can be affected if they are:

A
B
C

Overloaded with information they
can’t process.
Excluded from key knowledge and
conversations.
Unable to tell managers how they’re feeling.
If communication is clear, open, effective,
manageable and responsive, staff will be
able to access all the information they need
to do their job while avoiding overload.
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work sensible hours



Take their full annual leave
entitlement.

take full lunch breaks
rest and recuperate after busy periods
avoid working at weekends –
especially from home

4. OFFER FLEXIBLE WORKING

5. PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES
TO DEVELOP

Giving people some control over where,
when and how they work can help everyone
be more healthy and productive. For example,
it can help an employee manage stress by
allowing a later start time twice a week so
they can exercise. You can achieve this by
creating a flexible working policy.

Research shows employees need to feel
valued, supported and that their work is
meaningful. A positive culture that values all
staff and invests in their skills and development
builds the trust and integrity essential to
maintain commitment and productivity levels.

Flexible working can be a vital early
intervention to prevent mental health problems
from getting worse and resulting in sickness
absence. It can also help staff who’ve been
absent return to work gradually. Wherever
possible, senior leaders and managers should
be role models for healthier work habits and
encourage staff by example.

Encourage managers to give staff development
opportunities where possible. This can be
done in a cost-effective way by using skills
and knowledge within the organisation to
develop coaching, learning, training and job
shadowing opportunities.

TIME TO CHANGE’S EXPECTATIONS AND MINIMUM
REQUIREMENTS TO ACHIEVE THIS STANDARD
In order to have your action plan approved we would expect to see some minimum
requirements met for this core standard around providing employees with good
working conditions and ensure they have a healthy work life balance and opportunities
for development:
We would expect the following to be evidenced in your submission:
An outline of who is responsible
for delivery of each activity
within your organisation.

make reference to the policies your
organisation has in place and the
mechanisms through which these
are reviewed and updated including
any involvement of persons with
lived experience of mental health
problems in the review.

Provide planned timescales and
dates for delivery of each activity
within your organisation.
An outline what measurements
will be used to monitor and
evaluate impact and success.

An outline of what support
services are available to your
staff? We encourage you to make
reference to all support available
e.g. HR support, Employee
Assistance Programmes (EAP),
helplines, information available on
your intranet.

Activities that demonstrate how
your policies support employees
with mental health problems and
support them to come forward
and disclose? We suggest you
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ADDRESSING MINIMUM
REQUIREMENT

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE ABOVE
CONSIDERATIONS

Core Standard 3 emphasises that it’s important
to be open about mental health. However, to
encourage this open culture, employees must
be confident how information they share
will be used when talking about their mental
health. Policies must be clear and fair to avoid
discouraging them from sharing sensitive issues.

We recommend that you use your
Champions to feed in to this review
of policies, takes a lot of work away
from you and helps to keep your
policies in touch with the people so to
speak. Really good to have a panel of
six or seven volunteers who have an
experience of mental health problems
to feed in to the reviews.

Therefore regardless of whether your organisation
has a standalone mental health policy or
addresses mental health within existing policies, it
is important that employees are informed about
what they should do when encountering mental ill
health. A clear mental health policy establishes a
framework for everyone to work within and shows
new recruits and current employees that your
organisation takes their mental wellbeing seriously.

You may also want to think about
introducing Wellness Action Plans. We
use these at Mind and find they are
a really helpful tool for all staff. More
information can be found here:
http://www.mind.org.uk/workplace/
mental-health-at-work/taking-careof-your-staff/employer-resources/
wellness-action-plan-download/

It is therefore worth considering for this core
standard the following with regards to any
mental health policies your organisation holds;
easy is it for an employee struggling
A How
with a mental health problem,
B How easy is it for their line manager,
easy is it to find out how your
C How
organisation will treat them?
can you change your policies to
D How
encourage those with mental health

HOW CAN YOU CHANGE YOUR POLICIES
TO ENCOURAGE THOSE WITH MENTAL
HEALTH PROBLEMS TO COME FORWARD?
We recommend that you consider
including other existing groups that may
be running within your organisation. You
could proactively recruit for Champions
across these groups or consider comms,
activities and awareness raising events
to complement your inclusion agenda.

problems to come forward?

TOP TIPS
 Do you have an Employee Assistance

Programme? If so add something here about
them. We often find that employers have
amazing support that they can offer but
people don’t take them up on it. You could
ask your EAP to come in and do some work
around publicising themselves to your staff?

ACTION PLAN ACTIVITY EXAMPLE
Promote Mental Health Support within
recruitment – We will also arrange for
the Time to Change logo appears within
our recruitment and induction process
(including the join our page section of the
website). This should show new employees
are aware of the support available.

 Did you know that our website provides

details of different support agencies which
you may find useful to print and post on
your notice boards/intranet:
http://www.time-to-change.org.uk/mentalhealth-and-stigma/help-and-support
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An excerpt From the Thriving at Work
Report (2017) around the importance
of implementing support measures,
training to flexible working – all points
worth considering and embedding in
your Action Plan:

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES TO
ACHIEVE CORE STANDARD 4
 Review your current policies to ensure

The mental health standards can and
should support all employees and
managers Much of ‘what works’ to support
all employees to thrive can be effectively
applied to individuals with serious illnesses. If
appropriate measures are put in place from
day one, and there is culture and environment
where both employee and employer can be
open to discussing potential challenges and
options, this can reduce fears for both the
employee and employer.

your workplace is supportive of people
experiencing mental health problems.
E.g. Review your sickness absence policy
to ensure this supports both those with
physical or mental health related illness.

 Resources such as those on the Support

for Managers section of our website can
help get you started.

 Consider implementing a standalone

mental health or wellbeing policy to
highlight the organisation’s commitment
to the issue and link to existing policies.

We have spoken to employers who shared
concerns that employees might feign mental
health problems as an excuse for poor
attendance or low productivity. We believe that
this can be addressed through ensuring that
line managers are well trained to have practical
and engaging conversations with employees,
and create a culture where working with a
mental health problem is supported.

 Integrate case studies into existing

policies to highlight to managers and
staff how these operate in practice.

 Promote positive health behaviours and
prevention measures. E.g. Introduce
Wellness Action Plans (WAPs) for staff
to support them to stay well.

Our hope is that he mental health core
standards will encourage awareness and
training amongst those who might find it
difficult, but also put in place wider structures
and processes which encourage managers to
develop skills and understanding of mental
health whilst providing alternatives sources of
support for employees.

 Review your lifecycle of employment,

from recruitment, through to returning
to work after an absence. Look at every
interaction where mental health may
come up as an issue and put in place
policies to ensure they are positive for
your employees.

Employers should also recognise that their role
goes beyond what happens in the workplace
as technology and other factors increasingly
blur the line between work and home life.
Flexible working can benefit all employees,
including those with caring responsibilities.

CASE STUDY POINT
Read about how Birmingham City
Council has worked to highlight their
support package.

Employers can also play a more significant
role in supporting employees through
major life events which may include
bereavement, problem debt, and relationship
breakdown, which can cause or
exacerbate mental health conditions.
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ACTION PLAN ACTIVITY EXAMPLE
We will also commit to reviewing our policies (e.g. sickness/absences,
equality and diversity) on an annual basis to update accordingly to
changes in the needs of colleagues or any legislative changes that are
required. This will ensure our policies are suitable for the wider discourse
around mental health but are suitable for our employees too.

ADDRESSING MINIMUM
REQUIREMENT
Providing accessible information
about mental health and
signpost to support services
Once you’ve got your workforce
opening up about mental
health, it’s important to provide
information about the subject
and enable employees to
easily access support services
available to them when in need.

CASE STUDY POINT
“Since 2014, RBS has taken a holistic Bank
wide approach to wellbeing focusing on
mental, physical and social wellbeing.
The Banks initiatives have gained traction
across the organisation, leading to an 8%
increase in their wellbeing index (part of the
annual employee survey) in 2015, with the
score having been maintained in 2016 and a
further increase of 4% in September 2017.
They have seen a significant increase in the
number of employees accessing support such
as their Employee Assistance Programme
(EAP), mindfulness toolkits and health
checks.” Thriving at Work Report 2017

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE CORE STANDARD 4
 Take stock of the support tools your

 Highlight stories of staff members who

 Create a permanent space on your

 Consider training Mental Health First

organisation has available and consider
how much employees know about
these and how to access them.

have benefited from using support
services such as your Employee
Assistance Programme or policies.

intranet or on your sites for people to
access information about mental health.

Aiders.

 Invite your service providers into the

 Signpost to local providers such as

workplace to highlight the support
package and allay any fears staff may
have about accessing services.

peer support groups, NHS services and
voluntary sector support.
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SUGGESTED WAYS TO MEASURE
FOR CORE STANDARD 4

ACTION PLAN ACTIVITY EXAMPLE
Currently there is a page on our internal
intranet, for each of the EAPs provided in
each country, the service they provide and
how to contact them.

TO MEASURE IMPACT
 Engagement survey results – include questions

in employee surveys e.g. (1) ‘I achieve a good
balance between my work and my private
life’ (2) ’I have an acceptable workload’ (3)
‘How frequently do you feel the demands
of your current job and/or timescales for
delivery of key tasks are unmanageable?’

This continues to be promoted through
various ways such as reminders in local
newsletters, posters, HR teams promoting
them during 1-2-1 and staff are always
reminded of the service following any
traumatic events such as assaults, suicides
or long-term sick leave.

 Consider measuring number of sickness

absences relating to mental health including
stress-related.

 The EAPs will asking feedback on the

 Feedback from exit interviews.

service which we will have access
to with clear confidentiality and
anonymity. As an additional stage,
depending on feedback, EAP to gather
anonymously stories of how the service
benefited staff.

TO MEASURE SUCCESS
 Gather evidence formally via your website,
strategy, brand.

 The EAPs provide us with a monthly

 Gather evidence informally by getting

report of usage and reasons for contact,
this is shared with the Steering group
and working group.

feedback from Time to Change
Champions / Mental Health First Aiders,
Any disability/wellbeing/health networks.

 Other support networks are to be found

TO MEASURE COMPLETION

for each country and dedicated page set
up on the intranet.

 Monitor workplace risks (e.g. causes of stress
identified in HSE Management Standard).

ACTION PLAN ACTIVITY EXAMPLE
 Review the HR sickness procedure including the welcome back process
to ensure it supports both the physical and mental health related
illnesses in line with the guidance from Mind but also French and
Belgian laws. The tools for managers have been updated recently with
mental health in mind such as the return to work documents.

 Look to have a wellbeing policy that includes mental health so as to demonstrate to
employees how EIL supports them.

 Discuss with the Equalities and Inclusion strategy group their alignment with mental
health and update/support where required.
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TO FURTHER DEVELOP YOUR ACTION
PLAN CONSIDER EVALUATING
THE EFFECTIVITY OF YOUR POLICIES
As policies and procedures work together in service of an organisation, defining goals, the process
for organisational action as well as help protect an organisation’s interest, it is worth considering if
your organisations policies and procedures are effective in supporting your employer’s commitment
towards breaking down mental health stigma. Below we have included a framework to evaluate your
policies and procedures with in terms of how effective they are with regards to mental health.

TO EVALUATE POLICIES
Consider what the purpose behind the
policy is and what it aims to guide on and
then ask does it have;

Consider from a process perspective, is
the policy based on

 A thorough consultation process, including

 A clear vision? That is explicit values and

consultation with all relevant/key
stakeholders such as employees, employees
with lived experience of poor mental health

principles?

 Clear and realistic objectives that have been
thoroughly considered and discussed?

From a content point of view, does the
policy take into account;



 Areas for action clearly linked and relevant

Relevant and available data regarding the mental
health care and wellbeing needs of all employees
(so is inclusive of all in its approach)?

to the main objectives (such as recruitment,
sickness and absence, performance; etc.

 Quality improvement; information systems;

 Is there evidence of how effective the policies

human resources and training; research
and evaluation; and pan organisational
collaboration)?

are when compared to other organisations with
a similar cultural and demographic patterns?

 Respect for and promotion of equitable
opportunities?

LIST OF RESOURCES TO HELP YOU

TOP TIP
Check if your policies are due to be
reviewed. If they are why not suggest /
work with HR to evaluate how effective
your organisations policies are with
regards to mental health. You can also
encourage HR to seek consultation
and contributions from the champion’s
network so that lived experience can also
be embedded in the updated policies.
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Thriving at Work Report 2017.



Tell the world about your Pledge! We
encourage you to use social media
and send out a press release if you’d
like to. You can find a template press
release here.

https://www.mentalhealthatwork.
org.uk/ A gateway to all available
resources both paid for and free.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION…
timetochange
@timetochange
Search “Time to Change”
@timetochangecampaign

